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Lecture 8 
Phonology: finding phonological rules 

 
Given a data from a language, how do you identify phonological rules? 

—how do you determine if two sounds are allophones of the same phoneme, 
and/or what  rule determines the relationship between the allophones? 

 
Basic process: 

1) Look at the environments in which the sounds appear 
2) Look for natural classes in the environments, and 
3) Determine if the sounds are in complementary distribution 
4) If so, find which sound occurs in the elsewhere condition if any 
5) State a rule which accounts for the distribution you see 

 
Example: 
Consider a dialect of English with two allophones of /aI/, [aI] and [ʌI]. 
 What rule accounts for their distribution? 
 

Words containing [aI] 
tribe 
dive 
rise 

oblige 
mime 
fine 
fly 

Words containing [ʌI] 
hype 
white 
life 
bike 
ice 

 
First, we just list the environments in which [aI] and [ʌI] appear in the data: 

 [aI] 
ɹ__b  
d__v 
ɹ__z 
l__dʒ 
m__m 
f__n 
l__# 

 [ʌI] 
h__p 
w__t 
l__f 
b__k 
#__s 

 
Next, we look for natural classes  among the environments: 

[ʌI] is always followed by a voiceless consonant. 
Do we have complementary distribution? Yes: ; [aI] is never pre-voiceless. 
[aI] is followed by both voiced consonants and the word boundary: 

not a natural class. Thus [aI] occurs “elsewhere”; it’s the underlying form. 
So we write the rule: /aI/ becomes [ʌI] before voiceless sounds 

aɪ  ʌɪ / __[–vce] 



Example: 
Tojolabal uses both ejective [k’] and regular [k]. 

Are they allophones of the same phoneme, or distinct phonemes? 
Sample data: 
 
[ki∫im]  ‘my beard’ 
[skut∫u] ‘he is carrying it’ 
[tsak’a] ‘chop it down’ 
[k’u:tes] ‘to dress’ 
[koktit] ‘our feet’ 
[k’ak]  ‘flea’ 

 
[p’akan] ‘hanging’ 
[snika] ‘he stirred it’ 
[ʔak’]  ‘read’ 
[k’aʔem] ‘sugar cane’ 
[sak]  ‘white’ 
[k’i∫in]  ‘warm’ 

 
List the environments in which [k] and [k’] appear: 
 

[k] 
#__i 
s__u 
#__o 
o__t 
a__# 
a__a 
i__a 

 
[k’] 
a__a 
#__u: 
#__a 
a__# 
#__i 

 
We don’t even have to look for natural classes here; we can already see that [k] 

and [k’] are in contrastive distribution, not complementary distribution: 
They both appear in the same environments: a__a and a__#. 
Although there are no minimal pairs for [k] and [k’] in the data, 

[sak] ~ [ʔak’] is a near-minimal pair, and [p’akan] ~ [tsak’a] is not far off. 
 
Therefore we conclude that /k/ and /k’/ are distinct phonemes. 
 



Example:  
In Canadian French, are [t] and [ts] allophones of the same phoneme? 
 
Sample data: 
 
[tu]  ‘all’ 
[kYltsyʁ] ‘culture’ 
[abutsi] ‘ended’ 
[minYt] ‘minute’ 
[tɛ̃b]  ‘stamp’ 
[tɛl]  ‘such’ 

 
[telegʁam] ‘telegram’ 
[tsimId] ‘timid’ 
[tsIt]  ‘title’ 
[tsYb]  ‘tube’ 
[tʁe]  ‘very’ 
[tsy]  ‘you’ 

 
List the environments in which [t] and [ts] appear: 
 

[t] 
#__u 
Y__# 
#__ɛ̃ 
#__ɛ 
#__e 
I__# 
#__ʁ 

 
[ts] 
l__y 
u__i 
#__i 
#__I 
#__Y 
#__y 

 
Are there any natural classes in the environments? Yes: 

[ts] is always followed by a high front vowel: [i I y Y]. 
Do we have complementary distribution? Yes: 

[t] is never followed by a high front vowel. 
 
[t] occurs in the elsewhere condition: its environments are not a natural class; 

therefore /t/ is the underlying form of the phoneme. 
So we write the rule: /t/ becomes [ts] before high front vowels: 

t  ts / __[+hi, –back] 



Example:  
In Spanish, are [d] and [ð] allophones of the same phoneme? 
 
Sample data: 
 
[toldo]  ‘curtain’ 
[dɾama] ‘drama’ 
[kaða]  ‘each’ 
[komiða] ‘food’ 
[oðio]  ‘hatred’ 
[duɾaɾ] ‘to last’ 

 
[doloɾ]  ‘pain’ 
[sweldo] ‘salary’ 
[anda]  ‘scram’ 
[laðo]   ‘side’ 
[falda]  ‘skirt’ 
[dime]  ‘tell me’

 
Environments for each sound: 
 

[d] 
l__o 
#__ɾ 
#__u 
#__o 
n__a 
l__a 
#__i 

 
[ð] 

a__a 
i__a 
o__i 
a__o

 
[ð] always appears between two vowels, and [d] never does. We write the rule: 

d  ð / V__V 
 
Further data to refine the hypothesis: 
 
[loɣɾaɾ] ‘to achieve’ 
[bino] ‘he came’ 
[gato] ‘cat’ 
[siɣlo] ‘century’ 
[aɣo] ‘I do’ 
[diβino] ‘divine’ 

 
[kaβo] ‘end’ 
[amiɣo] ‘friend’ 
[kaβɾa] ‘goat’ 
[uβa] ‘grape’ 
[teŋgo] ‘I have’ 
[golpe] ‘a hit’ 

 
[leɣal]  ‘legal’ 
[iɣaðo]  ‘liver’ 
[bɾotaɾ] ‘to sprout’ 
[pweβlo]  ‘village’ 
[imbjeɾno] ‘winter’ 

 
[d], [b], and [g] are a natural class (voiced stops), and [ð], [β], and [ɣ] are a 

parallel natural class (voiced fricatives with the same place of articulation). 
Therefore we might expect [β] and [ɣ] to have the same relationship to [b] and [g] 

as [ð] has to [d]. 
 
Most [β] and [ɣ] occur between vowels, but some are in V__C environments: 

e.g., [siɣlo] ‘century’ and [pweβlo] ‘village’. 
We still have complementary distribution, however: no voiced stops occur in 

V__V or V__C environments—i.e., in any post-vowel environment.  
So we broaden the rule we hypothesized above, in the light of new data: 

all voiced stops become voiced fricatives when after vowels: 
[+vce, –son, –cont]  [+cont] / V__ 


